Healthy and comfortable sleep
Continental beds are the most comfortable bedroom beds. It is synonymous
with blissful rest and healthy sleep.
Contrary to appearances, continental bed is not a new piece of furniture - it appeared already in 19th
century and since then its popularity is constantly growing. In Poland, the fashion for continental
beds has been steadily growing in recent years.

What distinguishes a continental bed ?
Continental bed, or 'box springs' is a luxury bed, which is ideal for elegant spacious interiors, both in
private flats, as well as hotels. The most important feature of a continental bed are the three layers
of mattress. In addition to comfort, they provide adequate cushioning and support for the spine. At
the bottom of the bed is a wooden box, inside which a spring mattress is built in. These connect to
the next layers of the bed - the mattress proper and the top mattress, the so-called topper.
Continental beds can be freely configured in terms of the length and width of the sleeping surface,
type of mattress firmness and its properties. A well-chosen bed is a guarantee of a healthy sleep and
a good start to the day. The most exclusive version of a continental bed is the one with an electrically
raised mattress using a wireless remote control.

Choosing the perfect bed in 10 steps
Continental beds can be configured in any way you like. The COMPLET FURNITURE brand offers highquality continental beds. Customers who decide to purchase a bed from this Polish manufacturer can
choose from the following options for its configuration:
1. functionality - there are 3 basic options to choose from: a classic bed - on a fixed, static
frame; an electric bed - a bed controlled by a wireless remote control; and a container bed
- having large containers that can be opened on the longer or shorter side
2. external appearance - a choice of large or small box on lower or higher legs
3. size of bed and mattress - a wide range of sizes of beds is available, from single size of 100
cm width and 200 cm length, even up to XXL size of 200 cm width and 220 cm length. 220
cm
4. Mattress firmness - there are 3 firmnesses available: soft, medium and firm, the choice of
which depends on your personal preferences, it is also worth adjusting the firmness of the
mattress in terms of body weight. Mattresses consist of seven hardness zones, arranged
according to the anatomical structure of a human being. The symmetry of the hardness
zones allows the mattress to be positioned in any direction
5. headrest - there are several headrests to choose from and they are available in different
sizes
6. footrest - this is an additional option to choose from, each time the footrest can be
adjusted to the size of the bed, especially useful for electric beds - it stabilizes the three
layers of mattress with a movable mechanism
7. mattress topper - there are 4 types of mattress toppers available: latex, gel, Visco and Hyr,
each with slightly different performance characteristics. All toppers have removable covers
so they are easy to clean
8. fabric - the shop offers a wide range of upholstery fabrics that will meet the expectations
of the most demanding customers

9. legs - there is a choice of several types of wooden and aluminium legs
10. additional elements - a chest, pouffes and pillows can be added to a selected bed. Rich
offer of the shop also allows to choose leisure furniture for the bed such as armchairs
which are perfect as an additional resting place in the bedroom.

The ultimate comfort - an electric bed
A continental bed, by definition, is a very comfortable piece of furniture, and if we add to it the
possibility to control the position of the mattress with a wireless remote control, we have a luxurious
bed. It is an option especially recommended to elderly people who have problems with movement,
and for all who care about a comfortable semi-reclining position - it works well, for example, when
reading a book. Electric continental beds are also easy to use, as they are controlled by a handy
remote control. Twin bed models consist of two single mattresses. They can be operated
independently of each other as the mattress mechanism on one side, does not affect the other half.

More at: www.sklepcomplet.com.pl/lozka-kontynentalne

